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Abstract: It is well known that noble metals are not compatible with silicon fabrication processing due to their low melting point, and that their plasmonic behaviour suffers from the material losses at visible wavelengths. As an alternative, titanium nitride has been highly investigated in order to overcome these challenges. High temperature characterization of TiN films has been performed, showing its CMOS compatibility; however, information on intrinsic losses at lower temperatures is still lacking. Here we experimentally investigate the optical properties of a 100 nm TiN film under low temperatures down to 1.5 K. From the reflection measurements we retrieve the dielectric constant and analyze plasmonic applications possibilities.
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1. Introduction

The dielectric response function of a material is related to many optical phenomena and can give insights into more fundamental properties such as free carrier mobility and plasmon resonances. These properties are essential to explore the field of plasmonics [1] which deals with the coupling between the photon radiation and free electrons in metals, giving rise to electromagnetic oscillations on metallic components to result in the strong photon energy confinement on the subwavelength scale [2]. Noble metals such as gold or silver, have exceptional plasmonic properties at visible frequencies, being great materials to manipulate and confine light on the nanometer scale [3]. However, they exhibit high losses at optical frequencies which arise from interactions corresponding to electron-electron, electron-phonon and interband transitions, limiting their plasmonic performances [4]. Another challenge is that they have relatively low melting points — an obstacle that makes them incompatible with semiconductor fabrication processes necessary to develop on-chip CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) device applications [5].

Transition metal nitrides have emerged as a new class of materials with the great promise of substituting metals while sharing close optical properties with them [6]. One material that has been under study in recent years is titanium nitride (TiN). Due to its similarity with gold, including the plasmonic response in the visible and near infrared range, it has the advantage of having the high melting point and therefore being chemically stable and so CMOS compatible over a broad temperature range. Various applications for TiN have been pointed out such as biosensing [7], photothermal applications [8], high resistance coatings [9] and metamaterials fabrication [10]. More recently, TiN has been studied as an alternative epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) material in the visible range — material that has the permittivity and refractive index close to zero, leading to interesting effects such as the nonlinearity enhancement [11] and tunneling in waveguides to improve optical transmission properties [12,13].
It has been shown previously that the permittivity of TiN films of variable thickness is greatly dependent on temperature and fabrication methods \cite{14,15}, however, only the range above 20 °C was analyzed in the temperature-dependent studies. Moreover, aside from the dc conductivity measurements for superconductor applications \cite{16–18}, no studies of the dielectric response function and its plasmonic implications at low temperatures were reported so far to the best of our knowledge.

In this work, we describe the fabrication and characterization of a 100 nm film of TiN subjected to low temperatures down to 1.5 K. From the reflection data analysis we were able to retrieve the real and imaginary parts of the dynamical dielectric permittivity function and consequently the refractive index in the visible range. At the ENZ wavelength, around 700 nm, our results show a 4 times decrease in the imaginary part of the permittivity indicating greatly reduced losses. We also evaluate the quality factors for localized surface plasmons (LSPR) and surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) as well as the SPP propagation length ($L_{\text{SPP}}$), in order to elucidate the potential of TiN as a new plasmonic material for the development of on-chip device applications.

2. Experimental realization

Three different samples were fabricated and assembled in a class 100 clean room facility (DTU Nanolab). For the substrates, n-doped Si (100) wafers were selected and cleaned in $O_2/N_2$ plasma. First, the deposition of a 100 nm TiN layer has been performed by atomic layer deposition technique (Picosun R-200 Advanced Plasma ALD) that allows precise thickness control at sub-nanometer level. The precursors used for TiN deposition were titanium tetrachloride, $TiCl_4$ (from Sigma-Aldrich), and ammonia $NH_3$. The deposition temperature was chosen to be 500 °C. The growth rate of TiN (0.025 nm per cycle) was determined by a standard ellipsometry characterization of thicknesses and optical constants (VASE, J.A. Woollam Co.). More information about the fabrication methods can be found at Shkodin et al \cite{7}. For the second sample, deposition of 100 nm aluminum thin film has been performed using a conventional electron beam evaporation method (Wordentec QCL 800) at a deposition rate fixed to 5.0 Å/s. Lastly, the third sample constitutes of just the 500 µm double side polished Si wafer. The prepared samples were cleaved in small pieces by an automatic dicing saw (Disco DAD 321) and cleaned by mixture of acetone and isopropanol in a ultrasonic bath, followed by rinsing in a deionized water.

The characterization of the TiN film was conducted by spectroscopic ellipsometry, at room temperature. By employing this technique we were able to evaluate the dielectric function of TiN and retrieve the parameters of the Drude-Lorentz (DL) model \cite{19} of the form

\[
\varepsilon(\omega) = \varepsilon_{\infty} - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega^2 + i\Gamma\omega} + \sum_n \frac{S_n \omega_n^2}{\omega_n^2 - \omega^2 - i\gamma_n\omega}.
\]

(1)

Here, in the Drude term, $\varepsilon_{\infty}$ is the high-frequency dielectric constant, $\omega_p$ is the frequency of the plasma oscillations and $\Gamma$ is its (Drude) damping parameter. In the Lorentz term, the parameters $S$, $\omega_n$ and $\gamma$ stand for the oscillator strength, transition frequency and (Lorentz) damping, respectively.

In order to reach low temperatures all the samples were placed inside a closed-cycle low-vibration He cryostat. The experimental set up is depicted in Fig. 1. A continuum light source (SuperK from NKT Photonics A/S), with emission wavelength between 350-2400 nm, is directed towards the cryostat and reaches an optical lens, focusing the light spot on one sample each time, under normal incidence. The samples are placed on a moving 3 dimensional piezoelectric translation stages for fine positioning and focusing. The reflected light is redirected towards a mirror and collected by the spectrometer. The reflected signal was analyzed within the range of 600-950 nm.
We performed reflection measurements of all three samples for 14 different temperatures (200 K, 150 K, 100 K, 75 K, 50 K, 37 K, 25 K, 18 K, 12 K, 6 K, 4.5 K, 3 K, and 1.5 K), in addition to the room temperature measurements at 293 K. The reflectance data acquired from the TiN was normalized by the data from the Al mirror and averaged. Afterwards, a fitting procedure was done using the free software RefFit [20], aiming to get the parameters from the DL model [21]. The reference values at room temperature were used and small deviations in the DL terms were applied to have a better fit for each temperature. These reference values at room temperature are necessary, because the system can have good fitting possibilities for different parameters. So the reference imposes a restriction to the choices of the DL terms, making the fitting procedure more reliable. The DL parameters acquired from ellipsometry data at room temperature are presented in Table 1 and Table 2. Since the Drude term is responsible to describe the free electrons, it has been shown that temperature would affect primarily this term [4]. Therefore we have decided to vary mostly the Drude term to reach a better fitting, specially the plasma frequency $\omega_p$ and the Drude damping, $\gamma$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\varepsilon_{\infty}$</th>
<th>$\omega_p$ (THz)</th>
<th>$\Gamma$ (THz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.564</td>
<td>6413.6</td>
<td>488.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The approach to retrieve the permittivity values of the material is based on the transfer matrix method [22], where each material measured in the cryostat would represent a layer, considering the Al sample as a reference mirror. The model consists of a three-layer system made of TiN, Si and Al, in this order. From the normalized reflectance analysis we obtained the curves for complex permittivity ($\varepsilon = \varepsilon_1 + i\varepsilon_2$) and refractive index ($N = n + i\kappa$), shown in Fig. 2 as functions of the wavelength. For better visualization some of the intermediate values of temperature were omitted.
Table 2. Parameters of the Lorentzian terms for the permittivity of a 100 nm thick TiN film measured at room temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>$S_n$</th>
<th>$\omega_n$ (THz)</th>
<th>$\gamma_n$ (THz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5462</td>
<td>5568.2</td>
<td>2149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.9985</td>
<td>8382</td>
<td>3806.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>28.4927</td>
<td>1282.3</td>
<td>1193.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Real (a,c) and imaginary (b,d) parts of the permittivity ($\varepsilon = \varepsilon_1 + i\varepsilon_2$) and refractive index ($N = n + i\kappa$), respectively, for a 100 nm TiN film for different temperatures, as a function of the wavelength. The color coding is depicted in the legends.
3. Results and discussion

From the experimental results and the reconstruction of the dielectric response function and refractive index, it is possible to observe a decrease in the imaginary part $\varepsilon_2$ of the permittivity as the temperature decreases. Such a behavior was also verified by Jayanti et al. [23] with temperature dependent measurements performed on Ag films. It was explained in terms of the reduction of the electron-phonon scattering rate with decreasing temperature. In our case for temperature 1.5 K at the ENZ wavelength where $\varepsilon_1$ is close to zero, Fig. 3(a) shows the decrease of $\varepsilon_2$ by a factor of 4 (from 4 down to 1) as compared to the room temperature value, indicating a significant loss reduction at low temperature.

![Fig. 3](image)

**Fig. 3.** (a) Comparison between the real ($\varepsilon_1$) and imaginary ($\varepsilon_2$) parts of the dielectric function for Ag at 293 K, TiN at 1.5 K and TiN at 293 K, as a function of the wavelength. (b) Real ($n$) and imaginary ($\kappa$) parts of the refractive index at the same conditions.

Whereas the complex permittivity is related to scattering and absorption, the refractive index can be associated with the propagation properties such as transmission and reflection. By comparing the results of the refractive index measurements for TiN to those for Ag as depicted in Fig. 3(b), we observe a great improvement in the TiN attenuation factor $\kappa$, which is responsible for the exponential decrease of the amplitude of propagating electromagnetic waves, to exhibit much better optical transmission properties for TiN.

Figure 4 shows the imaginary part $\varepsilon_2$ of the complex permittivity at the ENZ wavelength ($\varepsilon_1 = 0$) and the plasma oscillations wavelength $\lambda_p$ as functions of the cryostat temperature. Above 100 K bigger error bars are expected due to noise and more difficulties in temperature stabilization control. From the plot one can see a tiny gradual decrease in the plasma wavelength as temperature goes up all the way from $T \sim 4$ K. This can be ascribed to the counteracting effects of the electron density and effective mass reduction as discussed previously in Ref. [15]. One can therefore conclude that the ENZ wavelength of our TiN samples, which is very close to $\lambda_p$ for not too short wavelengths according Eq. (1), is hardly affected by the temperature change except for $T \lesssim 4$ K where $\varepsilon_2$ drops down abruptly because of $\lambda_p$ going rapidly up (with $\omega_p$ quickly decreasing accordingly). We also see that $\varepsilon_2$ at the ENZ wavelength follows a linear tendency down to approximately 4 K. The linear regression fitting procedure using for $\varepsilon_2(T)$ the model function $f(T) = AT + B$ (excluding the lowest temperature point) gives $A = 0.0056$ and $B = 1.37$ with the fit goodness $R^2 = 0.98$ shown by the red line in the figure.

To understand the peculiar temperature dependence below 4 K in Fig. 4 we use the confinement induced nonlocal dielectric response model developed recently for plasmonic films of finite variable thickness [24,25]. The model is based on the fact that for visible to near-infrared frequencies (well below the interband transition frequencies) the thin film response of Eq. (1)
can be represented as a nonlocal Drude dielectric response function $\varepsilon(k, \omega)$ defined as

$$\frac{\varepsilon(k, \omega)}{\varepsilon_b} = 1 - \frac{\omega_p^2(k)}{\omega^2 + i\Gamma} = 1 - \frac{\omega_p^2(k)}{\omega^2 + \Gamma^2} \left(1 - i\frac{\Gamma}{\omega}\right).$$  \tag{2}$$

Here, $\varepsilon_b$ is the real constant to account for the effect of the background dielectric screening in the film material [26] (contributed by the Lorentz term and $\varepsilon_{\infty}$),

$$\omega_p(k) = \frac{\omega_p^{3D}}{\sqrt{1 + (\varepsilon_{ib} + \varepsilon_{sp})/\varepsilon_b kd}}$$  \tag{3}$$
is the in-plane plasma oscillation frequency of the electron gas with the 2D plasmon momentum $k = |\mathbf{k}|$ in the film of thickness $d$ sandwiched between the substrate and superstrate with the dielectric constants $\varepsilon_{ib}$ and $\varepsilon_{sp}$, respectively, and $\omega_p^{3D} = \sqrt{4\pi e^2 n_{1D}/\varepsilon_b m^*}$ is the plasma frequency of the bulk (3D) plasmonic material with $n_{1D}$ and $m^*$ being the volumetric electron density and electron effective mass, respectively. The plasma frequency in Eq. (3) is spatially dispersive, to result in the nonlocal dielectric response in Eq. (2), because of the pair Coulomb interaction potential modification due to the vertical confinement of the charges in the finite-thickness plasmonic films [24].

The standard procedure of the thermal averaging of Eq. (3) reads

$$\overline{\omega_p(T)} = \frac{\int_0^k dk k \omega_p(k)/[\exp\{\hbar\omega_p(k)/k_BT\} - 1]}{\int_0^k dk k/[\exp\{\hbar\omega_p(k)/k_BT\} - 1]},$$  \tag{4}$$

where the numerator sums up all boson plasma frequency modes with different $k$ and the denominator provides the total number of such modes available in the 2D $k$-space (bounded
The lines are computed from Eq. (5) with $a$ obtained from the data set in Fig. 4(a) with our plasma frequency analysis are presented in Fig. 5(b). The dots there show the ratio $\frac{\omega_p(T)}{\omega_p^{3D}}$ obtained from the data set in Fig. 4(a) with $\omega_p^{3D}$ approximated by $2\pi c/\lambda_p(200 \text{ K}) = 1.867 \text{ eV}$. The lines are computed from Eq. (5) with $a = 1000, 2500$ and $5000$. The green line with $a = 2500$ is seen to follow the data points quite well at all $T$, reproducing also above by $k_c$, the plasmon cutoff parameter). Substituting Eq. (3) in Eq. (4) one obtains

$$\frac{\omega_p(T)}{\omega_p^{3D}} = \frac{\int_0^1 dt \sqrt{\frac{t}{t + 1/a}}/\left[\exp\left(\alpha\sqrt{\frac{t}{t + 1/a}}\right) - 1\right]}{\int_0^1 dt /\left[\exp\left(\alpha\sqrt{\frac{t}{t + 1/a}}\right) - 1\right]}.$$  

(5)

Here, $\alpha = \hbar \omega_p^{3D}/k_B T$ and $a = \varepsilon_b k_c d / (\varepsilon_s b + \varepsilon_s p)$ control the plasma frequency $T$-dependence through the film thickness parameter $d$ at all other things being equal. Both for $a \to \infty$ (very thick films) and for $a \to 0$ (ultrathin films) Eq. (5) is seen to be essentially $T$-independent. In the latter case, the plasma frequency goes down as $\sqrt{d}$ — the effect previously discussed theoretically \cite{24,25} and observed experimentally for ultrathin TiN films at ambient temperature \cite{27,28}. Away from these two extremes there is a $T$-dependence stemming from $\alpha \sqrt{t/(t + 1/a)}$, with the denominator being always greater than the numerator as $\sqrt{t/(t + 1/a)} < 1$ to result in a sudden drop of $\omega_p$ with lowering the temperature. Figure 5(a) shows the general behavior of the plasma frequency as a function of (dimensionless) temperature and film thickness as given by Eq. (5).

The experimental data in Fig. 4 can now be understood in terms of Eqs. (2) and (5). The results of our plasma frequency analysis are presented in Fig. 5(b). The dots there show the ratio $\frac{\omega_p(T)}{\omega_p^{3D}}$ obtained from the data set in Fig. 4(a) with $\omega_p^{3D}$ approximated by $2\pi c/\lambda_p(200 \text{ K}) = 1.867 \text{ eV}$. The lines are computed from Eq. (5) with $a = 1000, 2500$ and $5000$. The green line with $a = 2500$ is seen to follow the data points quite well at all $T$, reproducing also
the drop at $T<4$ K. For our films of $d=100$ nm we then have $k_c \approx 2.5(e_{sb} + e_{sp})/e_b \text{ Å}^{-1}$. Using $k_c = 0.64 \text{ Å}^{-1}$ reported recently from the comparison of the Drude model with the first-principle calculations of the low-energy plasmon excitation mode in bulk TiN [29], one now obtains $e_b/(e_{sb} + e_{sp}) = 3.9$ to result in $e_b \approx 7.8$ and $e_b \approx 50$ for the 100 nm thick TiN film free-standing in air and for that deposited on Si substrate ($e_{sb} = 11.7$), respectively. Different $e_b$ values obtained reflect the differences in the Coulomb screening for the finite-thickness films immersed in different surroundings [24]. Note that for ultrathin disks of gold $e_b = 9.5$ was earlier reported within the framework of a similar Drude model with no confinement induced nonlocality included though [26].

The dielectric function in Eq. (2) allows one to understand the temperature dependence of $\varepsilon_2$ in Fig. 4(b) as well. From Eq. (2) one has $\varepsilon_2 = \text{Im } \varepsilon \sim \omega_p^2 \Gamma$ with $\omega_p$ being independent of $T$ all the way down to 4 K (neglecting a small effect above-mentioned of the countering contributions of the electron density and electron effective mass). Therefore, the linear temperature dependence of $\varepsilon_2$ can only be coming from the Drude damping parameter $\Gamma$ which is nothing but the inelastic electron scattering rate. For temperatures below 293 K this is known to be mainly contributed by the electron-acoustic-phonon scattering (optical phonons typically have a higher excitation energy threshold [30]) with the scattering rate proportional to $k_B T$ stemming from the long-wavelength acoustic phonon occupation number [31]. Needless to say that the sudden drop of $\varepsilon_2$ below 4 K comes from the drop of $\omega_p(T)$ as discussed above. Another tempting, seemingly plausible explanation could be using the known fact of the superconducting phase transition in thin TiN films at $T<1$ K [17,18] as a factor to drastically affect the low-T electron plasma oscillation frequency. However, the superconducting coherence length of Cooper pairs does not typically exceed a few nanometers, which is a too tiny scale to be able to affect the long-wavelength plasmon dispersion and the plasmon coherence length on the order of a micrometer (let alone the fact of $T_c$ being much less than 4 K at which we start seeing the effect here).

## 4. Plasmonics

In this section we analyze the plasmonic properties of the measured TiN film at low temperatures. The performance of plasmonic materials depends both on the real part of their complex permittivity function which determines the local field distribution, and on the imaginary part which quantifies the energy losses [4]. The overall performance of the plasmonic film can be characterized by the quality factor $Q$ of the coupled light-matter excitations such as localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) and surface plasmons polaritons (SPPs) [32].

**LSPRs** are the static excitations of the conduction electrons coupled to the external electromagnetic field. They result in the local electromagnetic field enhancement. The $Q$ factor for the LSPR is described by the ratio of the enhanced local field to the incident field, and depends on the material composition and the geometrical shape of the metallic structure. For a sphere of not too small diameter, for example, the $Q_{LSPR}$ can be represented by the ratio $\text{Im } \varepsilon_1(\omega)/\varepsilon_2(\omega)$ under the assumption of being mostly contributed by the material composition [4]. For TiN material we then obtain the $Q_{LSPR}$ wavelength and temperature dependence as shown in Fig. 6, where we can see a big improvement as temperature goes down when compared to the room temperature, however we still notice its inferiority to noble metals such as Ag.

Another fundamental excitation in plasmonics is the SPP — the transverse wave formed by the collective electron oscillations coupled to the electromagnetic wave propagating along the metal-dielectric interface. The SPP dispersion relation is given by

$$\beta = \frac{\omega}{c} \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_D}{\varepsilon + \varepsilon_D}},$$

where $\beta$ is the SPP momentum, $c$ is the speed of light, $\varepsilon$ is the complex dynamical dielectric permittivity of the metal and $\varepsilon_D$ is the permittivity constant of the dielectric material which we
We have experimentally retrieved the complex valued dynamical dielectric permittivity function at low temperatures, indicating greatly reduced losses. This results in much better electromagnetic propagation properties for TiN at low temperatures as compared to room temperature.

Our study shows the 4 times decrease in the imaginary part of the dielectric function around the ENZ wavelength at low temperatures, indicating greatly reduced losses. This results in much better electromagnetic propagation properties for TiN at low temperatures as compared to room temperature.

The $Q_{\text{LSPR}}$ of Ag was divided by 25 in order to maintain the visibility of the other curves.

Here we assume to be air ($\varepsilon_D = 1$) for simplicity. The propagation of SPPs is controlled by the energy attenuation length defined as $L_{\text{SPP}} = (2\Im \beta)^{-1}$. The SPP can only be excited provided that the condition $|\varepsilon(\omega)| \geq 1$ is fulfilled. For that reason, we calculate the $Q_{\text{SPP}}$ for TiN by analogy with $Q_{\text{LSPR}}$ for wavelengths above 750 nm. The plots of $Q_{\text{SPP}}$ and $L_{\text{SPP}}$ are shown in Fig. 7.

The $Q_{\text{SPP}}$ and $L_{\text{SPP}}$ of Ag were divided by 25 and 200, respectively, in order to keep the visibility of the other curves.

5. Conclusion

We have experimentally retrieved the complex valued dynamical dielectric permittivity function of a 100 nm TiN film for a broad range of wavelengths and low temperatures down to 1.5 K. Our study shows the 4 times decrease in the imaginary part of the dielectric function around the ENZ wavelength at low temperatures, indicating greatly reduced losses. This results in much better electromagnetic propagation properties for TiN at low temperatures as compared to room temperature.
temperature, placing it next to noble metals such as Au and Ag. From the measured temperature dependence of the permittivity imaginary part at the ENZ wavelength we were able to identify and explain theoretically a highly nonlinear regime of the loss reduction below 4 K. We have also performed the analysis of the basic plasmonic properties such as the LSPR and SPP quality factors for the TiN material at different temperatures.
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